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1

Two kinds of mechanical redundancies, namely kinematic redundancy and actuation
redundancy, have been extensively studied due to their advantageous features in autonomous industry. Screw theory has been successfully applied to develop an analytical Jacobian of nonredundant parallel manipulators (PMs). However, to the best of our
knowledge, screw theory has not been attempted for modeling of PMs with kinematic
redundancies. Thus, first, through the mobility analysis of a simple nonredundant planar
PM and its variations, this paper reviews kinematic and actuation redundancy systematically. Then, we demonstrated how to derive analytical Jacobian and also static force
relationship for a PM with both kinematic and actuation redundancies by using the screw
theory. Finally, simulations were performed to demonstrate the advantageous features of
kinematic and actuation redundancies. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4037805]
Keywords: parallel mechanisms, theoretical kinematics, screw theory, kinematic redundancy, actuation redundancy

Introduction

Mobility of a system can be interpreted as the minimum number of independent variables which needs to be specified to locate
its complete configuration. For a parallel manipulator (PM), when
both the number of input actuators and dimension of the task
space are equal to its mobility, we say that it is a nonredundant
PM. Majority of nonredundant PMs suffer from some drawbacks
such as small workspace due to type II singularities and meet difficulties in real-word applications due to the complexity of the
unstructured environment, workspace obstacles, joint limits, and
torque saturation due to the unexpected impact disturbance.
Aiming at utilizing the robot to execute complicated tasks in
unstructured environments with high dexterity so as to realize
high degree of autonomy, two kinds of redundancies, namely
kinematic redundancy and actuation redundancy, have been proposed and extensively studied. Kinematic redundancy implies that
the mobility of the manipulator is larger than the dimension of the
task space. Kinematic redundancy can be utilized in applications
of obstacle avoidance [1], singularity avoidance [2–4], satisfaction
of some constraints including joint limits [5,6], minimize energy
for specified task [7], increasing robustness [8] so as to improve
reliability, increasing dexterity [9,10], etc. In addition, Yi et al.
[11] used the kinematic redundancy to design a foldable paralleltype gripper which can be used to grasp irregular object. Later,
Mohamed and Gosselin [12] highlighted the idea of using kinematic redundancy to design configurable Platforms of PMs.
Recently, Isaksson et al. [13] utilized the kinematic redundancy to
operate a gripper, which has the benefits of saving the cost of a
gripper actuator and reducing the mass of the moving platform
compared to most of the other PMs which can perform grasping
task by an actuated gripping module attached to the moving platform directly. The actuation redundancy implies that the number
of actuators is larger than the mobility of the manipulator. Actuation redundancies can be used to eliminate singularities [14,15],
increase manipulability and stiffness [16,17], increase payload
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and acceleration [18] of the end-effector, improve the motion/
force transmissibility [19] and yield an optimal load distribution
[20] for more efficient design, avoid torque saturation, and admit
fault tolerance [21] capability. Furthermore, for cable-driven
robots, different force/load distribution algorithms [22–26] have
been proposed by taking into account of the boundaries of the
cable force or other constraints. These algorithms may also be
applied to the load redistribution of redundantly actuated parallel
mechanisms (actuated limbs are not cables) in a similar manner.
However, it should be noted that for redundantly actuated parallel mechanisms, it is hard to get a high positional accuracy by
adopting the velocity control scheme, because velocities of active
joints are dependent, and it has the risk of introducing excessive
internal force and stress in the mechanism if the actuators are controlled independently. Hence, a small positional or modeling error
may cause big internal force and stress, which can potentially
break the mechanism.
Even though PMs with pure kinematic redundancy and actuation redundancy have been extensively studied, few researches
have been found to combine them, namely design and analysis of
PMs featuring with both kinematic and actuation redundancies.
Human arm (shoulder, elbow, and wrist are generally modeled as
seven degrees-of-freedom (7DOF) with 29 muscles) is a biological example which has both kinematic and actuation redundancies
simultaneously in nature. Considering the advantageous features
which could be introduced by kinematic and actuation redundancies, this paper aims to conduct modeling and analysis of PMs
with both kinematic and actuation redundancies by using the
screw theory.
As a fundamental to evaluate the performances (e.g., singularity, redundancy resolution, and manipulability) of PMs, velocity
Jacobian is considered as a very important central issue in design
and analysis of PMs. For nonredundant PMs, various approaches
have been proposed to express the Jacobian. Among them, Davies
method [27], closure-loop vector differentiation [4], and screw
theory [28,29] are the three well-known methods. Davies method
is an intuitive approach to build the input–output velocity relationship which can be used to formulate the Jacobian matrix by taking
inverse of the matrix which relates the active joint velocities to
passive joint velocities. The closure-loop vector differentiation is
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feasible motion space of all limbs of the mechanism; n is the number of links including the ground; g is the number of joints; fi is
the DOF of the joint i; l is the number of independent loops; t is
the number of redundant constraint screws. It is noted that
d ¼ 6  k, where k denotes the number of common constraint
screws, which are imposed on the common moving platform by
each limb.
2.2 Redundancy. As we mentioned above, mechanical
redundancy can be classified into kinematic redundancy and
actuation redundancy as shown in Table 1.
Let M denote the mobility of the system, and N denote the
dimension of the task space. Kinematic redundancy is a relative
concept which holds with respect to a given task. Kinematic
redundancy implies that the PMs has more DOFs than strictly
required for executing certain task, namely M > N. In general,
kinematic redundancies can be classified into two categories:
 Only partial DOFs of the end-effector is utilized to execute
some certain task (task redundancy [39]). For example, a
6DOF robot used for arc welding tasks which requires only
5DOFs is functionally redundant, and this task leaves an
extra DOF in the operational space which can be exploited to
achieve other objectives such as joint-limit/singularity/obstacle avoidance.
 The joint twists in at least one kinematic chain are dependent
to each other, which implies that there exists joint redundancy, and self-motion is allowed in this kinematic chain.
(Redundancy happens in the kinematic chain, and dimension
of the joint space in this kinematic chain is greater than the
output dimension of this serial chain.)
Moreover, let Nta denotes the number of active joints. Actuation
redundancy implies that the PM has more actuators than strictly
required to locate configuration of the robot system, namely
Nta > M. In general, actuation redundancy can be classified into
two categories
 Passive joints in kinematic chains are actuated. Disadvantages of this approach are increased mass and inertia due to
the additional floating actuators.
 Adding additional actuated kinematic chains to the system.
Disadvantages of this approach are reduction of the workspace and dexterity.

Mobility and Redundancy

2.1 Mobility. Mobility implies the minimum number of input
required for describing the whole system. Gogu [36] reviewed
more than 35 contributions on calculation of the mobility critically by investigating their genesis, similarities, and limitations.
Among them, the well-known Gr€ubler–Kutzbach criterion is one
of the most commonly used approaches for the mobility calculation of a PM without redundant constraints. Unfortunately, the
obtained mobility from this criterion does not show the motion
property of the PM since it does not take into account the overconstraints of the PMs. With the help of reciprocal screw, Li and
Huang [37] have modified this criterion by taking the common
constraints and passive constraints into consideration. Later, Dai
et al. [38] revealed this process and combined the motion and constraint screw systems to build a modified Gr€ubler–Kutzbach criterion, which evaluates the mobility of over-constrained PMs
correctly, as shown below:
M ¼ dðn  g  1Þ þ

g
X

fi þ t

(1)

i¼1

By using the number of independent loops, an alternative form
can be written as
M¼

g
X

fi  dl þ t

(2)

i¼1

where M denotes the mobility of the mechanism; d is the dimension of the mechanism joint motion screw system that spans the
061007-2 / Vol. 9, DECEMBER 2017

For actuation redundancy, besides independent inputs in PMs
as many as the mobility, there exist many potential input locations
where additional actuators can be placed. Those additional inputs
can be utilized to load distribution for maximizing payload, minimizing torque saturation of actuators, etc. By considering actuator
limits, the wrench that could be sustained by a manipulator for a
given posture can be maximized [40]. Another advantage of using
redundant actuation is to balance the PM using antagonistic actuation, which corresponds to null-space operation of kinematically
redundant manipulators.

3

Kinematic Modeling

A simple nonredundant 3-RRR planar PM [41,42] and its variations are used to demonstrate the difference between the nonredundant PMs, PMs with kinematic redundancy, and PMs with
both kinematic and actuation redundancies through their mobility
and redundancy analysis, Jacobian derivation, and static force
relationship. For each type, mobility analysis, Jacobian formulation, and static force relationship will be performed by using the
screw theory. Especially, we will show how to build the Jacobian
of PMs with kinematic redundancy by using the screw theory for
the first time and also reveal the intrinsic property of PMs with
both kinematic and actuation redundancies.
First, summary of the Jacobian model for the PM with nonredundancy, kinematic redundancy, actuation redundancy, and with
Transactions of the ASME
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a straightforward method commonly used in the literature. However, eliminating the passive joint velocity is usually complex
especially when dealing with PMs with kinematic redundancy,
making the derivation nontrivial.
Cox and Tesar [30,31] initially investigated kinematics of a
spherical-type parallel mechanism with 3DOFs using the screw
theory. The concept of reciprocal screw was applied to derive the
analytical Jacobian. Mohammed and Duffy [28] investigated the
analytical Jacobian for fully parallel PMs using the concept of
reciprocal screws. Specifically, reciprocal screw was found very
effective to obtain the analytical Jacobian of lower-mobility PMs
[29,32,33]. More recently, making use of the reciprocal screw in
the screw theory has been popular in the modeling of both serial
manipulators and nonredundant PMs. Compared with the first two
methods, screw-based method is more efficient and provides a
deeper insight into the constraint and actuation wrenches of the
robotic system. Moreover, the screw-based Jacobian could be
more powerful and intuitive (by using line geometry) in singularity analysis. However, to the best of our knowledge, the screwbased method has not been attempted for the analysis of the PMs
with kinematic redundancy. In this paper, we will present how to
extend the traditional screw-based method to derive the Jacobian
of PMs with kinematic redundancy and PMs with both kinematic
and actuation redundancies for the first time. We believe that this
small progress will outline a complete graph of Jacobian analysis
of general PMs by using the screw theory. However, we have to
mention that for screw-based singularity analysis, checking the
actuation wrench is sufficient, and the Jacobian is not always
required [34,35].
In order to achieve and illustrate the goals we mentioned
before, we first start from modeling and analysis of a simple nonredundant 3-RRR PM, and then extend it to the kinematically
redundant 3-RPRR PM and redundantly actuated 4-RRR PM.
Finally, we move to the 3-RPRR PM which has both kinematic
and actuation redundancies. Finally, some simulations are performed to demonstrate the advantages of kinematic and actuation
redundancies.

Table 1 Redundancy classification
Redundancy classification

Condition

Kinematic redundancy

M>N

Actuation redundancy

Nta > M

Realizing methodology
Partial DOFs of the end-effector are selected as the task space
Joint twists in at least one kinematic chain are dependent
Passive joints are actuated
Adding additional actuated kinematic chains

M, mobility; N, dimension of the task space; Nta , number of actuators

wrenches in each limb, no other constraint wrenches exist. Hence,
redundant constraint wrenches also not exist

_ A 2 RPN ; B 2 RPNta
Au_ ¼ Bh;

k ¼ 3; t ¼ 0

(6)

M ¼ ð6  3Þð8  9  1Þ þ 9 þ 0 ¼ 3

(7)

(3)

where A and B are built with actuation wrenches and active joint
twists (screw theory).
M is the mobility; Nta is the number of actuators; N is the
dimension of the task space; P is the number of actuation
wrenches.
Then, it can be concluded that with respect to the mobility M
when M > N: kinematic redundancy
when Nta > M: actuation redundancy
when Nta < M: underactuated system
when Nta > M > N: kinematic and actuation redundancies
when Nta ¼ M ¼ N, nonredundant system.
Moreover, by comparing with the actuation wrenches (P), we
have
when P > N: actuation redundancy
when P ¼ N: no actuation redundancy
when P < N: underactuated system.
Furthermore, we have to mention that in general matrices A and
B are not unique due to the fact that different methods can be
applied to obtain this kind of kinematic/force transmission relationship. As far as the screw-based method is concerned, selection
of the independent actuation wrench may also have several
choices, namely elements of these two matrices may not be
unique. However, dimension of them would be unique for kinematic/force redundancy analysis.
Moreover, these categories only consider the conventional parallel mechanisms which can be fully controlled (actuated). For
special topology of parallel mechanisms (e.g., 2-RRR PM where
the axis of the end joint in each chain coincides, one unconstrained tool rotation exists), they should be analyzed case by case
in terms of both Jacobian and singularity analysis.

Using Eq. (1), we have

By finding the motion-screws of this PM which are reciprocal
to the common constraints in Eq. (5), we know that this planar 3RRR PM has 3DOFs, namely two translational DOFs in the plane
and one rotational DOF about the axis perpendicular to this plane.
In the following, the first and second subscripts given in general
ðÞij denote the limb number and the joint number of the limb,
respectively.
If the first joint
of each limb is selected as the active


T 
, and the task space is chosen as the
joint ha ¼ h11 h21 h31


T 
, then no redundancy
whole planar motion i.e., u¼ x y /z
exists (M¼3; N ¼3; Nta ¼3).
In the previous work [29,43], each actuation wrench is defined
as the wrench which is reciprocal to all the joint twists of each
limb except for the active joint twist. Actuation wrench of each
limb can be found as


6 Sri1 ¼ Bi Ci PCi  Bi Ci
(8)
where 6 Sri1  6 Si1 6¼ 0. Its physical meaning can be interpreted as
the wrench of actuation imposed by the first joint of the ith limb
on the end-effector and can only generate virtual work on the corresponding active joint twist.
Output motion twist of the end-effector can be expressed in
terms of joint twists of each chain as below:

3.1 Jacobian of the Nonredundant 3-RRR PM. Schematic
diagram of the 3-RRR (type) PM is shown in Fig. 1, where the
underlined letter denotes an active joint. With respect to the moving coordinate frame (P  Xt Yt Zt ), joint twists of limb i can be
found as


6 Si1 ¼ b
z
z ðPCi þ Ci Bi þ Bi Ai Þ  b


6 Si2 ¼ b
(4)
z ðPCi þ Ci Bi Þ  bz


6 Si3 ¼ b
z PCi  bz
Then, the constraint wrenches of each limb can be found as


6 Sci1 ¼ 0 b
x


6 Sci2 ¼ 0 b
y


6 Sci3 ¼ b
z 0

(5)

Based on the mobility calculation formula in Eq. (1), the above
three identical constraint wrenches provided by each limb is considered as the common constraint wrenches imposed to the moving platform. Thus, the number of common constraint screws of
each limb is three. Excluded these three common constraint
Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the 3-RRR nonredundant
manipulator
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both kinematic and actuation redundancies by using the screw
theory is given as below:


6 SP

¼

x
m


¼

3
X

h_ ij 6 Sij ¼ h_ i1 6 Si1 þ h_ i2 6 Si2 þ h_ i1 6 Si3 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ

j¼1

(9)
For each limb, taking the orthogonal product “” of both sides of
Eq. (9) with the corresponding actuation wrench in Eq. (8), yields
6 Sri1

 6 SP ¼ 6 Sri1  6 Si1 h_ i1 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ

(10)

Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

(11)

where
2

3
B1 C1 bz  ðPC1  B1 C1 Þ
6
7
A ¼ 4 B2 C2 bz  ðPC2  B2 C3 Þ 5 2 R33
B3 C3 bz  ðPC3  B3 C3 Þ
B ¼ diagð6 Sri1  6 Si1 Þ 2 R33 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ

T

T
u_ ¼ vx vy wz ; h_ a ¼ h_ 11 h_ 21 h_ 31

(12)

The overall forward Jacobian matrix can be expressed as
J ¼ A1 B

(13)

The dual static force relationship can be given by



where sa ¼ s11

s21

sa ¼ J T F
T
s31 .

(14)

3.2 Jacobian of the 3-RPRR PM With Kinematic Redundancy. By adding one additional active prismatic joint to each
limb of 3-RRR, a kinematically redundant 3-RPRR PM [44] can
be obtained as shown in Fig. 2. Joint twists of limb i can be found
as

¼ bz

6 Si2 ¼ 0

6 Si3 ¼ b
z

6 Si4 ¼ b
z
6 Si1


ðPCi þ Ci Bi þ Bi Ai Þ  b
z

Ad
i Bi

ðPCi þ Ci Bi Þ  bz

PCi  bz

(15)

where 6 Sri 12  6 Si1 6¼ 0; 6 Sri 12  6 Si2 6¼ 0 may be satisfied simultaneously. It is noted that this actuation wrench does not create any
power on the two passive joints of each limb. On the other hand,
this actuation wrench does create power on the two active joints
of each limb.
Output motion twist of the end-effector can be expressed in
terms of joint twists of each limb as

Constraint wrenches of each limb can be found the same as Eq.
(5). Thus, Eq. (6) still holds for this PM. Using Eq. (1), mobility
of this manipulator can be found as
M ¼ ð6  3Þð11  12  1Þ þ 12 þ 0 ¼ 6

(16)

Compared with the 3-RRR PM, three more DOFs are increased
due to fact that the four joint twists in each limb are dependent to
each other and the degree of dependency is one. There exists infinite number of inverse kinematic solutions for the specified output

T
in the task space. Due to the fact that
u ¼ x y /z
M ¼ 6; N ¼ 3; Nta ¼ 6, the degree of kinematic redundancies of
this 3-RPRR PM is three.
Previous work on Jacobian derivation of PMs by using screw
theory was based on the assumption that the PM has no kinematic
redundancy, where you can find the actuation wrench associated
with each active joint, respectively. In this work, we rename this
kind of actuation wrench to the “pure actuation wrench,” because
each of them can only generate virtual work on its corresponding
active joint. However, no research works have been found to
061007-4 / Vol. 9, DECEMBER 2017

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the 3-RPRR kinematically redundant manipulator
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Writing Eq. (10) in matrix form as

apply the screw theory to build Jacobian of PMs with kinematic
redundancy to the best of our knowledge. For the given example
of 3-RPRR PM with kinematic redundancy, there exist two active
joints in each limb. If you stick to using the rule of Jacobian derivation developed for nonredundant PMs, you should find two pure
actuation wrenches associated with the two active joints, respectively. However, there does not exist two pure actuation wrenches
for this kind of PMs with kinematic redundancy. This concept has
not been mentioned in the previous research. And maybe because
of this, nobody has ever tried to use the screw theory to build
Jacobian of PMs with kinematic redundancy. Here, in this paper,
we will try to clear this concept and use the screw theory to
develop the Jacobian of PMs with kinematic redundancy for the
first time.
Mathematically in order to eliminate power created by the passive joint velocity in the formulation of the output motion twist,
we should find the actuation wrench which is reciprocal to all the
passive joint twists of each limb. Due to the fact that each limb of
the 3-RPRR PM has two passive joints, dimension of the reciprocal screws system is four. Obviously, this reciprocal screw system
includes the three independent constraint wrenches of this PM.
Hence, only one reciprocal basis screw which does not belong to
the constraint wrench system can be found as the actuation
wrench for each limb. We name this kind of actuation wrench to
the “general actuation wrench” in contrast to the “pure actuation
wrench” existed in nonredundant PMs. It can be found that the
number of actuation wrenches is different from the number of
active joints in redundant limb. Due to the fact that joint twists in
limbs of PMs with kinematic redundancy are dependent to each
other, the general actuation wrench obtained may generate virtual
work on more than one active joint, while the pure actuation
wrench in nonredundant PMs can only generate work on the corresponding active joint.
Based on the previous analysis, the general actuation wrench of
each limb for the kinematically redundant 3-RPRR PM in Fig. 2
can be found as


6 Sri 12 ¼ Bi Ci PCi  Bi Ci
(17)

6 SP ¼

  X
3
x
h_ ij 6 Sij
¼
m
j¼1

And general inverse kinematic solutions of the following example
PMs with kinematic redundancies can be found in the same way.
The static force relationship can be given by

¼ h_ i1 6 Si1 þ l_i1 6 Si2 þ h_ i2 6 Si3 þ h_ i3 6 Si4 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ

(18)

For each limb, taking the orthogonal product of both sides of
Eq. (18) with the general actuation wrench in Eq. (17), yields
6 Sri 12

 6 SP ¼ 6 Sri

12

 6 Si1 h_ i1 þ 6 Sri 12  6 Si2 l_i1 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ

(19)

Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

(20)

where
2

3
B1 C1 bz  ðPC1  B1 C1 Þ
6
7
A ¼ 4 B2 C2 bz  ðPC2  B2 C2 Þ 5 2 R33 ;
B3 C3 bz  ðPC3  B3 C3 Þ
2
3
n1 k1 0 0 0 0
6
7
B ¼ 4 0 0 n2 k2 0 0 5 2 R36
0 0 0 0 n3 k3
ni ¼ 6 Sri 12  6 Si1 ; ki ¼ 6 Sri 12  6 Si2


T
u_ ¼ vx vy wz ; h_ a ¼ h_ 11 l_11

h_ 21

6 S32

l_21

h_ 31

l_31

T

The forward kinematics of the PM with kinematic redundancy can
be expressed as
(22)

where J ¼ A1 B.
The general inverse kinematic solutions at velocity level can be
obtained as


1
1
(23)
h_ a ¼ JT ðJJT Þ u_ þ I  JT ðJJT Þ J e
where I 2 R66 is an identity matrix. e 2 R6 is an arbitrary vector
which depends on secondary criteria to be optimized. The first
term of Eq. (23) represents the minimum-norm solution, and the
second term represents the null space solution.

f11

s21

f21

s31

f31

T

.

3.3 Jacobian of the RRR-RPRR-RPRRR PM With Kinematic Redundancy. In order to illustrate the method proposed
above in a more general sense, we apply our methodology to
another kinematically redundant PM with asymmetric structure to
show how to develop its Jacobian matrix. As depicted in Fig. 3,
the PM under study is a RRR-RPRR-RPRRR planar PM, which
has three asymmetric limbs and each limb has different number of
actuators. The first and second limb structures (RRR and RPRR)
have been discussed in the above two examples. Thus, their joint
twists, constraint and actuation wrenches should share the same
form as before, which will not be discussed any more here. For
the third limb, joint twists can be written as
6 S31

(21)

u_ ¼ Jh_ a


where sa ¼ s11

(24)

6 S33
6 S34
6 S35


¼ b
z

¼ 0

¼ b
z

¼ b
z

¼ b
z




z
PC3 þ C3 B3 þ B3 B03 þ B03 A3  b

0
Ad
3 B3



PC3 þ C3 B3 þ B3 B03  bz

ðPC3 þ C3 B3 Þ  bz

PC3  bz

(25)

Constraint wrenches of this limb can be found the same as Eq.
(5). Thus, mobility of this PM can be found through the same formula as Eq. (16). With respect to the three-dimensional planar
task space at the end-effector, this PM has three degrees of kinematic redundancies (M ¼ 6; N ¼ 3; Nta ¼ 6), where the redundancies represent the allowed self-motions in second and third
limbs. Even though the third limb has three active joints, only one
general actuation wrench can be found due to that there exist two
passive joints in this limb. The only general actuation wrench can
be given as


6 Sr3 123 ¼ B3 C3 PC1  B3 C3
(26)
where 6 Sr 3 123  6 S31 6¼ 0; 6 Sr 3 123  6 S32 6¼ 0; 6 Sr 3 123  6 S33 6¼ 0
may be satisfied simultaneously. Output motion twist can be
expressed in terms of each limb as
!
x
6 SP ¼
m
¼ h_ 11 6 S11 þ h_ 12 6 S12 þ h_ 11 6 S13

(27)

¼ h_ 21 6 S21 þ l_21 6 S22 þ h_ 22 6 S23 þ h_ 23 6 S24
¼ h_ 31 6 S31 þ l_31 6 S32 þ h_ 32 6 S33 þ h_ 33 6 S34 þ h_ 34 6 S35
For the third limb, takin the orthogonal product of both sides of
Eq. (27) with its corresponding actuation wrench in Eq. (26),
yields
6 Sr3 123

 6 S31 h_ 31 þ 6 Sr3
þ 6 Sr3 123  6 S33 h_ 32

 6 SP ¼ 6 Sr3

123

123

 6 S32 l_31
(28)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (19) with Eq. (28), and writing them in
matrix form as
Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the RRR-RPRR-RPRRR kinematically redundant manipulator
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Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

(29)
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Writing Eq. (19) in matrix form as

sa ¼ J T F

where

J ¼ B1 A
2

3
B1 C1 bz  ðPC1  B1 C1 Þ
6
7
A ¼ 4 B2 C2 bz  ðPC2  B2 C2 Þ 5 2 R33 ;
B3 C3 bz  ðPC3  B3 C3 Þ
2
3
n1 0 0 0 0 0
6
7
B ¼ 4 0 n2 k2 0 0 0 5 2 R36
0 0 0 n3 k3 b3

The dual static force relationship can be given by
F ¼ JT sa

T
where sa ¼ s11 s21 s31 s41 .
The general solution of Eq. (38) can be given as


þ
þ
sa ¼ ðJT Þ F þ I  ðJT Þ JT e
þ

n2 ¼ 6 Sr 2 12  6 S21 ; k2 ¼ 6 Sr 2 12  6 S22
n3 ¼ 6 Sr 3 123  6 S31 ; k3 ¼ 6 Sr 3 123  6 S32 ; b3 ¼ 6 Sr 3 123  6 S33

T

T
u_ ¼ vx vy wz ; h_ a ¼ h_ 11 h_ 21 l_21 h_ 31 l_31 h_ 32
(30)
The overall forward Jacobian matrix can be expressed as
J ¼ A1 B

(31)

The static force relationship can be given by
sa ¼ J T F
where sa ¼ s11

s21

f21

s31

f31

(32)
s32

T

.

3.4 Jacobian of the 4-RRR PM With Actuation Redundancy. By adding one additional actuated kinematic chain RRR
to the nonredundant 3-RRR PM, a redundantly actuated 4-RRR
PM as shown in Fig. 4 can be obtained. This PM has one
degree of actuation redundancies due to the fact that
M ¼ 3; N ¼ 3; Nta ¼ 4. All of the four limbs share the same
limb structure as the 3-RRR PM. Thus, their joint twists, constraint, and actuation wrenches should share the same form as
before, which will not be discussed any more here. Output motion
twist of the end-effector can be expressed in terms of joint twists
of each chain as below:

6 SP

¼

x
m



3
X

¼

(38)

(39)

1

where ðJT Þ ¼ JðJT JÞ 2 R43 , I 2 R44 is an identity matrix,
and e 2 R4 is an arbitrary vector.
3.5 Jacobian of the 3-RPRR PM With Both Kinematic
and Actuation Redundancies. A PM with both kinematic and
actuation redundancies can be obtained by adding additional actuators on passive joints in each limb of the kinematically redundant 3RPRR PM shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, we will consider the case
of 3-RPRR PM in which the first passive joint of each limb is additionally activated. This PM has both kinematic and actuation redundancies due to the fact that M ¼ 6; N ¼ 3; Nta ¼ 9. As there
exists only one passive joint in each limb, the number of independent general actuation wrenches in each limb should be two according to the above discussion. Each of them may generate virtual
work on not only one active joint. Here, two independent actuation
wrenches can be selected as


6 Sr i 12 ¼ Bi Ci PCi  Bi Ci
(40)
6 Sr i 123


¼ Bi Ci ?

PCi  Bi Ci ?



(41)

where
6 Sr i 12

 6 Si1 6¼ 0; 6 Sr i 12  6 Si2 6¼ 0
6 Sr i 123  6 Si1 6¼ 0; 6 Sr i 123  6 Si2 6¼ 0; 6 Sr i

123

 6 Si3 6¼ 0

And Bi Ci ? represents a line (lies in the plane) passing through
point ci and perpendicular to the line Bi Ci . However, we have to
mention that selection of two independent actuation wrenches is
not unique.

h_ ij 6 Sij ¼ h_ i1 6 Si1 þ h_ i2 6 Si2 þ h_ i1 6 Si3 ði ¼ 1:::4Þ

j¼1

(33)
For each limb, taking the orthogonal product “” of both sides of
Eq. (33) with its corresponding actuation wrench of Eq. (8), yields
6 Sr i1

 6 SP ¼ 6 Sr i1  6 Si1 h_ i1 ði ¼ 1:::4Þ

(34)

Writing Eq. (34) in matrix form as
Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

(35)

where
2

B 1 C1
6
6 B 2 C2
A¼6
6B C
4 3 3
B 4 C4
r

3
bz  ðPC1  B1 C1 Þ
7
bz  ðPC2  B2 C2 Þ 7
7 2 R43
bz  ðPC3  B3 C3 Þ 7
5
bz  ðPC4  B4 C4 Þ

(36)

44

ði ¼ 1:::4Þ
B ¼ diagð6 S i1  6 Si1 Þ 2 R


T
u_ ¼ vx vy wz ; h_ a ¼ h_ 11 h_ 21 h_ 31

h_ 41

T

The overall inverse Jacobian matrix can be expressed as
061007-6 / Vol. 9, DECEMBER 2017

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the 4-RRR redundantly actuated
manipulator
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n1 ¼ 6 Sr 11  6 S11



(37)

For each limb, taking the orthogonal product of both sides of
Eq. (18) with the general actuation wrench in Eqs. (40) and (41),
respectively, yields
 6 Si1 h_ i1 þ 6 Sr i 12  6 Si2 l_i1 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ
6 S i 123  6 SP ¼ 6 S i 123  6 Si1 h_ i1 þ 6 Sr i 123  6 Si2 l_i1
þ 6 Sr i 123  6 Si3 h_ i2 ði ¼ 1:::3Þ
(42)
6 Sr i 12

 6 SP ¼ 6 Sr i

r

12

r

analytical form. It can be found from Eq. (43) that both forward
matrix Akf and inverse matrix Bkf are nonsquare matrix. Thus, it
is not intuitive to find the static force relationship directly from
the analytical first-order kinematics. Here, we will introduce how
to find the static force relationship of PMs with both kinematic
and actuation redundancies. First, from Eq. (43), we can obtain
the relationship between independent and dependent joint velocities of the 3-RPRR PM as follows:
Akf u_ ¼ B1 h_ a þ B2 h_ d

Writing them in matrix form as
(43)

where Akf 2 R63 ; Bkf 2 R69 ; h_ kf 2 R91
3
2
bz  ðPC1  B1 C1 Þ
B 1 C1
7
6
6 B1 C1 ? bz  ðPC1  B1 C1 ? Þ 7
7
6
6 B C
bz  ðPC2  B2 C2 Þ 7
7
6 2 2
Akf ¼ 6
7;
6 B2 C2 ? bz  ðPC2  B2 C2 ? Þ 7
7
6
6 B C
bz  ðPC3  B3 C3 Þ 7
5
4 3 3
B3 C3 ? bz  ðPC3  B3 C3 ? Þ
2
0
0
0
n11 k11 0
6
6 n12 k12 b12 0
0
0
6
6 0
0
0 n21 k21 0
6
Bkf ¼ 6
6 0
0
0 n22 k22 b22
6
6 0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

0

0

0

0

0

where
2

n11

6
6n
6 12
6
6 0
6
B1 ¼ 6
6 0
6
6
6 0
4
0

0
0
0
0
n31

0
0
0
0
k31

0
0
0
0
0

n32

k32

b32

2

0
6
6b
6 12
6
6 0
6
B2 ¼ 6
6 0
6
6
6 0
4

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ni1 ¼ 6 Sr i 12  6 Si1 ; ki1 ¼ 6 Sr i 12  6 Si2
ni2 ¼ 6 Sr i 123  6 Si1 ; ki2 ¼ 6 Sr i 123  6 Si2 ; bi2 ¼ 6 Sr i 123  6 Si3

T
u_ ¼ vx vy wz ;

T
h_ kf ¼ h_ 11 l_11 h_ 12 h_ 21 l_21 h_ 22 h_ 31 l_31 h_ 32
(44)
As a result, the firstorder kinematics of the 3-RPRR PM with
both kinematic and actuation redundancies is expressed in

h_ a ¼
h_ d ¼




k11

0

0

0

k12

0

0

0

0

n21

k21

0

0

n22

k22

0

0

0

0

n31

0

0

0

n32

0
0
0
b22
0

0

0

3

7
0 7
7
7
0 7
7
7 2 R66 ;
0 7
7
7
k31 7
5
k32

3

7
0 7
7
7
0 7
7
7 2 R63
0 7
7
7
0 7
5
b32

0

0

h_ 11

l_11

h_ 21

h_ 12

h_ 22

h_ 32

l_21
T

h_ 31

(46)

l_31

T

It is remarked that even though the PM has actuation redundancy, redundant actuation is just kinematically dependent input.
Thus, the motion of the PM can be expressed by the independent
input. The relationship between the output velocity vector and
independent input velocity vector can be referred to Eq. (22),
which can be obtained by taking the orthogonal product of both
sides of Eq. (18) with the general actuation wrench of Eq. (40).
Inserting the forward kinematics of the PM expressed by Eq.
(22) into Eq. (45), we have
Akf u_ ¼ Akf Jh_ a ¼ B1 h_ a þ B2 h_ d
B2 h_ d ¼ ðAkf J  B1 Þh_ a

(47)

Due to the fact that dependent joint velocities h_ d can be expressed
in terms of independent joint velocities h_ a uniquely, from Eq.
(47), we have
 d
_
_
(48)
h_ d ¼ Bþ
2 ðAkf J  B1 Þh a ¼ Ga h a
ð T Þ1 B2 T denoting the left-pseudo inverse of
where Bþ
2 ¼ B2 B2
B2 has a unique solution because of geometrically compatible
characteristic of the PM.
In order to maintain the static equilibrium against external force
F, using the virtual work principle, we have
FT du ¼ skf T dhkf
where skf ¼
Fig. 5 Flowchart of the hybrid resolution algorithm
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dhkf ¼

sa
sd

(49)

¼ ðs11 f11 s21 f21 s31 f31 s12 s22 s32 ÞT 2 R91 ;

dha
.
dhd
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Akf u_ ¼ Bkf h_ kf

(45)

As a result, the static force relationship of the 3-RPRR PM with
both kinematic and actuation redundancies is obtained in analytical form. Together with the first-order kinematics in Eq. (43), we
can conclude that for PMs with both kinematic and actuation
redundancies
_ there exists infinite number of h_ kf , which implies
(1) Give u,
the redundancy resolution in kinematic level. (23)
(2) Give F, there exists infinite number of skf , which implies
the redundancy resolution in force level. (53)

Desired trajectory and initial configuration

From Eqs. (22) and (48), we have
du ¼ Jdha ; dhkf ¼

dha
dhd

I
dha
¼  66
Gda

(50)

4

Combining Eq. (49) with Eq. (50), we have
T

F Jdha ¼ skf

T

I 66
dha
Gda

(51)

Finally, the static force relationship can be expressed as
h

where Jkp ¼ I 66

JT F ¼ Jkp skf
 d Ti
2 R69 .
Ga

(52)

In this section, some simulations are performed to demonstrate
that kinematic redundancy and actuation redundancy can be utilized to improve the performance of PMs. The same desired trajectory together with the task to exert some external force F on
the environment is specified for the performance comparison. In
Fig. 1, geometric parameters of the 3-RRR chain are assumed to
be
li1 ¼ li2 ¼ 0:5 m; PCi ¼ 0:15 m; Ai Aj ¼ 1:0 m ði 6¼ jÞ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3

The general solution of Eq. (52) is given as


skf ¼ Jkp þ ðJT FÞ þ I  Jkp þ Jkp e

(53)

Geometric parameters of the RPRR and RPRR chains of Figs. 2
and 3 are given as

where Jkp þ is the pseudoinverse of Jkp , I 2 R99 is an identity
matrix, and e 2 R9 is an arbitrary vector.

Table 2
Architecture

Simulations

0:1 m  li1  0:9 m; li2 ¼ 0:5 m; PCi ¼ 0:15 m; Ai Aj
¼ 1:0 m ði 6¼ jÞ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3

Jacobian comparison of the example mechanisms

Redundancy
classification

First-order
kinematics

Dimension of the forward
and inverse matrices

Static force
relationship

3-RRRa

No redundancy

Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

A 2 R33 ; B 2 R33
u_ 2 R31 ; h_ a 2 R31

sa ¼ ðA1 BÞT F

3-RPRR

Kinematic redundancy

Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

A 2 R33 ; B 2 R36
u_ 2 R31 ; h_ a 2 R61

sa ¼ ðA1 BÞT F

RRR-RPRR-RPRRR

Kinematic redundancy

Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

A 2 R33 ; B 2 R36
u_ 2 R31 ; h_ a 2 R61

sa ¼ ðA1 BÞT F

4-RRR

Actuation redundancy

Au_ ¼ Bh_ a

A 2 R43 ; B 2 R44
u_ 2 R31 ; h_ a 2 R41

F ¼ ðB1 AÞT sa

3-RPRR

Kinematic and actuation
redundancies

Au_ ¼ Bh_ kf

Akf 2 R63 ; Bkf 2 R69
u_ 2 R31 ; h_ kf 2 R91

Jkp skf ¼ JT F !
skf ¼ ðJkp Þþ JT F
Jkp 2 R69 ; J 2 R36

a

Under-bar implies the actuated joint
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Fig. 6

Thus, a hybrid resolution algorithm is required to control this
kind of PMs with both kinematic and actuation redundancies.
Without loss of generality, let us consider the case that the manipulator is moving by following some specified trajectory path
together with the task to exert some external force F on the environment. The flowchart in Fig. 5 illustrates the hybrid resolution
algorithm proposed. Degrees of the kinematic redundancies and
actuation redundancies can be utilized to reconfigure the limb for
specified task position and distribute the load of the total system,
respectively. This hybrid resolution algorithm can be applied to
motion generation of the system with both kinematic and actuation redundancies. Even though control of this kind of PMs is
comparatively complex, it inherently features with the advantages
of PMs with pure kinematic redundancy and pure actuation redundancy simultaneously.
From the above four example PMs, we clearly demonstrate
how to develop the Jacobian of PMs with different types of redundancies by using the screw theory. Comparison of Jacobian for
these four examples is illustrated in Table 2 conclusively.

The same desired trajectory (a circle in 3 s) is defined as
x ¼ L=2  r þ r cos ðð2p=3ÞtÞ
pﬃﬃﬃ
y ¼ 3L=6 þ r sin ðð2p=3ÞtÞ
/z ¼ 0
where L ¼ Ai Aj ði 6¼ jÞ; r ¼ 0:1 m.
Figure 6 shows the initial configuration and desired trajectory
(a circle represented by the dashed line). For kinematic redundant
3-RPRR PM, when specifying the desired output trajectory, input
joint displacements can be found as h_ a ¼ Jþ u_ þ ðI  Jþ JÞe;
1
where Jþ ¼ JT ðJJT Þ . The first part implies the minimum norm
solution, and second part implies the null space solution.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the joint configurations and link
length variations of three redundant prismatic joints of the minimum norm solution during the trajectory, respectively. As we
know, type II singularities
will happen
when detðAÞ ¼ 0. Here,
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
we want to maximize detðAAT Þ with the help of the
spaceﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pnull
solution. Potential function is defined as pðha Þ ¼  detðAAT Þ.
To minimize the potential function, input joint displacements is
T


@p
T ð T Þ1
T ð T Þ1
_
_
u þ I  J JJ
J k
.
found as h a ¼ J JJ
@ha
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the joint configurations and link
length variations of three redundant prismatic joints of the optimized null-space solution during the trajectory, respectively. Figure 11 clearly demonstrates that kinematic redundancy
can be
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
utilized to avoid type II singularities (maximize the detðAAT Þ)
Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics

by comparing the optimized null space solution with the minimum
norm solution.
 Moreover, in order to withstand the external force F ¼
2 N 2 N 0:2 N  m during the desired trajectory, comparison
of Euclidean norm of the actuation torque of 3-RPRR PM with
that of 3-RPRR PM required is illustrated in Fig. 12. Here, for
3-RPRR PM with both kinematic and actuation redundancies,

Fig. 8 Link length variations of the three redundant prismatic
joints: case of minimum norm solution
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Fig. 7 Joint configurations during the trajectory: case of minimum norm solution

the minimum norm solution skf ¼ ðJkp Þþ JT F with ðJkp Þþ ¼

1
JTkp Jkp JTkp
is utilized for comparison. It is noted from Fig. 12
that redundant actuation greatly reduces the actuation effort of the
whole system. In other words, multiple less powerful actuators
can be utilized in the PM with both kinematic and actuation
redundancies instead of using powerful actuators in the PM with
only kinematic redundancy.

Fig. 10 Link length variations of the three redundant prismatic
joints: case of optimized null-space solution

061007-10 / Vol. 9, DECEMBER 2017
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Conclusions

For PMs with kinematic redundancy, screw theory has not been
attempted to develop the analytical Jacobian matrix to the best of
our knowledge. By extending the screw theory to PMs with kinematic redundancy, a general formulation to obtain the analytical
Jacobian of arbitrary conventional PMs was developed. The
method was successfully applied to a simple planar example and
its variations with kinematic and actuation redundancies. Moreover, we focused on PMs with both kinematic and actuation
redundancies to show how to derive the first-order kinematics and

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Fig. 11 Variations of det(AAT ) for two different inverse kinematic solutions of 3-RPRR PM
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Fig. 9 Joint configurations during the trajectory: case of optimized null-space solution

the static force relationship in analytical form. Some simulations
were performed to demonstrate the advantages of kinematic and
actuation redundancies. Through the analytical Jacobian, we found
that the kinematic redundancy resolution can be employed for the
given posture. Similarly, actuation redundancy resolution can be
employed for the given external wrench. Thus, to control this kind
of PMs, a hybrid resolution algorithm considering both kinematic
and actuation redundancy resolution level is required, and one
example algorithm is proposed. Through the above analysis, it is
believed that PMs with both kinematic and actuation redundancies
would possess potential advantages which are introduced by the
kinematic redundancy and actuation redundancy simultaneously.
Future work includes suggesting more hybrid resolution algorithms
for practical implementation and new performance indices, such as
motion/force transmissibility [45], for optimal design of PMs with
both kinematic and actuation redundancies.
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